CONSENT for Tenoha Wall Short Video 2019 Open Call

By submitting your application, each par ticipant accepts the conditions listed below.

1. The organizerg of the open call TENOHA WALL Shor t Video in Milan is Sayu Milano srl.;
2. The completed application form, accompanied by the film being entered, must reach the organizer before the given
deadline. All sections of the form must be filled in;
3. The entrant retains copyright over their work, by entering the TENOHA WALL Short Videoopen call, the
entrant grants permission to the organizer to publicly reproduce the video:
- on the LED wall of TENOHA Milan, located in Via Vigevano 18
- on the TENOHA Milano o TENOHA Daikanyama (Tokyo) website and related social channels;
- for other promotional uses related to the TENOHA WALL Shor t Video;

Video material remains in the TENOHA WALL Shor t Video initiative and will not be used for any purposes without
the ar tist’s consent, except the ones already listed above;

4. Entries for the competition must be no longer than 60 seconds. They must also be silent and free from extreme

violence and/or obscene content;

5. The material entered must be original;
6. It is the responsibility of producers, distributors and other applying organizations to ensure that any

required permission has been duly obtained from all appropriate par ties before submitting a film for selection to the
TENOHA WALL Shor t Video open call. In par ticular all entrants must ensure they have received consent from all
visually identifiable people who appear in the video. In obtaining consent, identifiable people must be made aware that
the video may be made available to the general public. The entrant is responsible for ensuring that the film does not
infringe the rights, including but not limited to, copyright or intellectual proper ty etc. of another person, group or
entity. The organizer cannot provide any legal advice on copyright issues;

7. All entrants must ensure there are no corporate logos shown during the video. This includes anyone wearing and/
or displaying corporate logos. Entrants are advised to remove or obscure labels/brand names from any commercial
products used in their videos;
8. The organizer will only accept applications that respect the terms and conditions listed;
9. The movie MUST NOT have offensive, racist, violent or pornographic scenes. Please note that the movies will be

shown in public spaces and will be visible to all ages; The organizer reserves the right to evaluate the sensitivity of
the contents received;

10. During registration we ask for some personal details. All data will be protected and not used for any commercial
purposes.
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ENTRY FORM - Tenoha Wall Short Video 2019 Open Call

Artist Info
Name and Surname:
Address:
Email:
Website (optional):

Phone:

Biography /CV:

Short Video details
Title:
Year:

Duration:

Synopsis:

Authorization
The undersigned declares and confirms that he holds all the rights of the author and grants the organizer permission to freely use the video and / or
images (screenshots, etc.) only and exclusively for non-commercial purposes concerning the TENOHA WALL Short Video open call.
I have read and agree to the above Terms and Conditions of partecipation. I hereby authorize the use of my personal data in accordance to the GDPR
679/16 - “European regulation on the protection of personal data”

Date:

Signed by (submitter)
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